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Foreword

by Dr Helen Leonard

It is with great pleasure that we publish this second report of the Australian Rett Syndrome Study, now known affectionately as AussieRett.

The principal purpose of this report is to provide feedback to families and others involved with Rett syndrome in Australia about the information we are collecting as well as updating them on our recent research publications.

Much has happened in the four years since our original report. Of particular significance was the awarding of funding by the US National Institutes of Health and the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council to support continuation of our research activities from 2004 through to 2008. As a result of this we have been working very hard over the past few years to demonstrate to these funders the value and worth of investing in our Australian research. We do this by producing scientific publications which are then available to researchers and practitioners working with children and adults with Rett syndrome. These publications, listed for you in the report, are contributing to the global body of knowledge about Rett syndrome. We feel particularly privileged to be able to use the data provided by Australian families for this purpose.

Once again we would like to express our sincere appreciation to all the families who have contributed to and continued to support this study, some for as long as 13 years. We also thank the many Australian clinicians who have also been involved. Moreover we acknowledge the roles of the Rett Syndrome Association of Australia, the Rett Syndrome Australian Research Fund and the Australian Paediatric Surveillance Unit. As well as providing an update on our research we have decided to focus this time on areas which we hope will be of particular relevance to families. We hope that the report will be of interest and value to all its readers.

Regards

Dr Helen Leonard
The Australian Rett Syndrome Study
Telethon Institute for Child Health Research
Since its inception in 1993, the Australian Rett Syndrome Study, has gone from strength to strength, particularly in terms of projects undertaken, publication of findings, awareness raising, collaboration with other Australian and overseas researchers, and its relationship with Rett syndrome families.

Those families are to be commended for their ongoing participation and it’s gratifying to see the information that they have provided to the Study, being utilised to produce this Report. What makes this publication extra special is the data concerning their experiences in such areas as education and health services, topics which to date, have rarely been examined in the literature available on Rett syndrome.

In tandem with the other information that this Report provides, knowledge of the syndrome and its impact on the family has been greatly enhanced as a result.

Regards,

Bill Callaghan
President
Rett Syndrome Association of Australia
The Australian Rett Syndrome Study

The Australian Rett Syndrome Study is based at the Telethon Institute for Child Health Research located in Perth, Western Australia.

The Institute has a national and international reputation for conducting pioneering and important research into many aspects of child health research, including birth defects, infectious diseases, cancer, asthma and childhood disabilities.

The Australian Rett Syndrome Study was established in 1993, and operates in collaboration with a number of hospitals and universities in Perth and around Australia. The central focus of the study is to collect data about Rett syndrome in Australia so that parents can be provided with current and accurate information about the progression of the disorder, the variability in its severity and the best ways of managing the care of children and women with Rett syndrome.

A unique feature of the study is that it involves almost all families in Australia who have a daughter with Rett syndrome born since 1976. This makes the study 'population based' allowing the researchers to be confident that their findings will be applicable to the majority of girls and young women with Rett syndrome.
What is Rett syndrome?

Rett syndrome is a relatively rare but serious neurological disorder, most commonly seen in females and very rarely in males. It was first described by the Austrian neurologist Andreas Rett, however it did not become internationally known until a paper on the disorder was published in 1983 by Dr Bengt Hagberg and colleagues.

In general, the child with Rett syndrome shows an early period of apparent normal or near normal behaviour, although recent research is indicating that very subtle neurological signs may be evident in the early months of life.

This period is followed by what appears to be the cessation of developmental progress, beginning most commonly between 6 – 18 months of age and characterised primarily by a loss of communication skills and the development of unusual hand movements or stereotypies. Usually at this time the child may also appear to be particularly distressed and agitated. Following this period of regression, girls tend to become happier and once again may be able to learn new skills, reaching relative stability in their condition in the middle to late adolescent years.

Rett syndrome is usually associated with significant physical and intellectual disabilities, although there is great variation among outcomes for girls with this condition. While some girls and young women maintain good general health, many develop epileptic fits or seizures, abnormal breathing patterns, gastrointestinal problems, muscle contractures and spinal curvature or scoliosis.
How is Rett syndrome diagnosed?

Until recently, Rett syndrome was only able to be diagnosed clinically when a number of certain physical and behavioural features were present (some of these include poor head growth, slow general development, repetitive hand movements, and dyspraxia). Girls in whom all the features are present are considered to have 'classical' Rett syndrome and girls with most, but not all, of the features are thought to have what is known as 'atypical' Rett syndrome. Because of the often unclear and confusing nature of the clinical presentation, many families had, and still may have, their children misdiagnosed as having cerebral palsy, autism or some type of non-specific developmental delay.

Since 1999, a genetic breakthrough by Dr Huda Zoghbi in Texas in the United States of America has now allowed Rett syndrome, in the majority of cases, to be confirmed by a simple blood test. This disorder has been found to be associated with an abnormality in the MECP2 gene which is located on the X chromosome. This gene is thought to play an essential role in development in the early years of life, as at certain times during development some genes need to be switched on and at other times switched off. The MECP2 protein is involved in switching off other genes and an abnormality in this protein may result in it failing to regulate the activity of specific genes at key times in development. It appears to affect primarily the brain and neurological system, explaining many of clinical features seen in girls and young women with Rett syndrome.

Since the discovery of the association between abnormalities in the MECP2 gene and Rett syndrome, researchers have been able to investigate whether there is a relationship between specific mutations and the severity of clinical features in Rett syndrome. Understanding the link between the gene mutation and the presentation of Rett syndrome will give parents and health professionals a better ‘prediction’ about development and the potential health conditions which may occur in an individual child. This information will be of use both for families at the time of diagnosis and in the planning of the long-term management of their daughters. Dr Helen Leonard, working with researchers from Perth, other parts of Australia and around the world is heavily involved in this aspect of the research, using data obtained from Australian families.
Rett syndrome in Australia

One of the key aims of the Australian Rett Syndrome Study is to answer the question ‘How common is Rett syndrome in Australia?’ This information is very important to ensure that the planning for the provision of services for these children and adults can be made as accurately as possible. By the end of 2004, 278 cases of Rett syndrome had been identified in Australia in individuals born since 1976. Approximately two thirds of these cases fit the clinical picture of ‘classical’ Rett syndrome.

Most (244) of those clinically diagnosed with Rett syndrome in this group of cases have undergone genetic testing, with 73% being found to have an abnormality in the MECP2 gene. By the end of 2004, 25 of these girls and young women were known to have died, most commonly from respiratory problems such as pneumonia. The map of Australia below shows the distribution of Rett syndrome cases by State in 2004*. In this country, it is estimated that about 1: 8,500 girls or approximately 15 girls per birth year will be diagnosed with Rett syndrome by the age of 15 years.

* Excludes the 25 females who are known to have died, and the two boys who are part of this population
About this report

The Australian Rett Syndrome Study uses a variety of different methods to gather data and information about the syndrome in Australia. One of the most important methods used is to survey families who have daughters with Rett syndrome approximately every two years. The survey consists of a detailed questionnaire that families complete over the internet or return via mail, the first questionnaire being completed by families in the mid-late 2000 period.

In 2004/2005 families completed a third questionnaire with each questionnaire focusing on gathering important information from families in relation to a range of functional and behavioural abilities, medical and therapy services, and schooling and daytime activities.

The information provided by families as a result of these questionnaires has been vital in undertaking a number of important pieces of research. For example, studies related to epilepsy, scoliosis and effects on the health of families have all been published in internationally distributed journals and helped the international research and health professional community in ‘fitting together the pieces’ of Rett syndrome. However, this present report has been essentially written for families. The content has been taken directly from the answers given by families and carers to the most recent questionnaire, and in this way aims to focus on ‘Families’ descriptions of Rett syndrome and their experiences of living with a daughter with this condition’.

While it is hoped families will find the report of value, it is anticipated the information will also be useful to health professionals and clinicians working with girls and young women with Rett syndrome. In addition, some of the information provided in this report reflecting families’ impressions of services is also of importance to policy makers and organisations involved in the planning and provision of services to families with daughters with Rett syndrome.
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PART 1

‘Families’ descriptions of Rett syndrome and their experiences of living with a daughter with this condition’
About the families who completed the questionnaire

A total of 202 questionnaires were completed in 2004/2005, 171 by families and 31 by carers of young women living in residential care. Throughout this report, for brevity, families and carers will be referred to as ‘families’. Also while it is known there is a very small number of boys in this particular population the report will only use ‘daughters’ or girls and young women when referring to the person with Rett syndrome.

In the questionnaire families were given the opportunity to make comments within the different sections, many of these comments have been used as ‘direct quotes’ in this report. To help ensure anonymity where a daughter’s name or initial was used in the quote this has been replaced by ‘my/our daughter’.

One hundred and fifty nine families indicated that their daughter lived at home. Fifteen families reported their only child was their daughter with Rett syndrome. One hundred and fifty families indicated that they had other children other than their daughter with Rett syndrome, with some families caring for more than one child with a serious disability or medical condition. The average age of the girls and young women with Rett syndrome at the time the questionnaire was completed was 15 years, with the youngest child being 2 years old and the oldest woman 29 years.
Employment

Families indicated their current day occupations and employment, and where appropriate, mothers and fathers were asked to answer this question separately.

Almost one third of mothers who answered this question indicated that they were not working due to their daughter having Rett syndrome, although nearly half of mothers were working either full or part time. Three fathers indicated they were not working due to their daughter having Rett syndrome.

Mothers and fathers were asked if they would be in the same employment situation if they did not have a child with Rett syndrome. While most of the fathers indicated their employment situation was unlikely to be much different, some fathers stated they had given up opportunities for career advancement and higher managerial positions due to the additional stress it would create on the family; not accepted or taken up preferred choices of country positions or overseas postings due to lack of services for their daughter; and were more conservative and risk averse in their career choice.
Some of the answers given by or about fathers to this question are indicated below:

‘M was originally employed by a bank …he took redundancy because we would not move around the State, which meant no promotions because of our daughter with RS’

‘I’m an IT professional…possibly would be working or would have work in Europe and North America…have had lots of offers to work abroad but could not due to my daughter having Retts’

‘Possibly…however since our daughter’s diagnosis he has become more risk averse and conservative in his outlook’

Most women who indicated they were full time homemakers were happy with that choice. On the other hand many of the women who were in current employment indicated they would be working longer hours if they didn’t have a daughter with a disability. Some mothers stated they would be working in a preferred area of career choice rather than a current position that they didn’t particularly enjoy but that allowed them the flexibility to care for their child. The majority of women who indicated they were not working due to their child having Rett syndrome reported their preference would be to be in the workforce.

Some of the answers given by mothers to this question are indicated below:

‘Had high level secretarial government job prior to my daughter….unable to work hours or cope with added stress levels or keep all appointments necessary for her’

‘I work at TAFE because I can do half days and night time work….I would go back to High School work but I've lost skills…because I left work because of my Rett daughter….hard for me to update skills when I’m caring for my daughter’

‘I am a medical scientist previously having worked for private pathology labs or in large public hospitals…not able to do this work now because of the hours required….lack of out of home care for her if I worked nights or weekends’

‘Never had the opportunity to work since having children….Rett syndrome dominates your whole life’
Health insurance and transport

Over 90% of families indicated that their daughter with Rett syndrome had a health care card, with just under half of families also having private health insurance for their daughter. Very few families indicated they had taken out private health insurance because their child had Rett syndrome.

Families were asked whether they thought their current transport is reliable and adequate for their family. Just over half of families said their transport was almost always dependable, with 27% stating it was usually reliable. About 20 families reported that transport for their family was consistently unreliable.

Several families commented on the fact that while they might have dependable transport, it was often inappropriate now that their daughter with Rett syndrome was growing and getting older. Many families stated their need to purchase a van or similar alternative to allow for their daughter to be transported safely, as they were becoming too heavy and awkward to lift into the family vehicle. Most State government equipment schemes in Australia cover the costs of wheelchairs, hoists, etc to allow for safe transport of a person with a disability. However it is entirely up to the family to purchase the large van required, at a cost that is not feasible for many families.

‘Car is adequate for all family members except Rett daughter...though of course we manage. A wheelchair accessible vehicle would have been one of those things that would have made a HUGE difference to how we spent our leisure times as whole family...how we accessed the community...not to have to lift wheelchairs in and out of the boot for the last 10 years would have stopped me thinking I didn’t want to go out’

‘Our daughter is getting very heavy for me to transfer in and out of the car on my own...the wheelchair is not light to lift into the car either’

‘We recently purchased a 4WD as our sedan was not adequate for our daughter’s needs...we would never have bought this car if we didn’t need to...it is easier to lift her in and out of, and most importantly a lot more comfortable for her’

‘We can only fit usually one piece of equipment (eg pram or walking frame) in the car at one time and it takes careful arranging to do that...definitely no room for passengers’
**Family Income**

Families were asked to estimate their gross combined parental income (not including benefits and pensions) for the financial year of 2003/2004. One hundred and thirty two families answered this question, with only 38% reporting a combined income of $52,000 or more. Thirty per cent of families indicated that their income was somewhere between $20,000 and $42,000, and 22% stated their combined income was less than $21,000 per year. Families were also asked to choose a phrase that best described their money situation; the percentage of families' replies to each statement is shown below.

- We can save a bit every now and then: 42%
- We have just enough money to get us through to the next pay day: 33%
- We are spending more money then we get: 14%
- There's some money left over each week but we just spend it: 7%
- We can save a lot: 4%

Families with daughters with Rett syndrome clearly incur significant financial compromise in providing the best care and a secure environment for their children. Many families indicated the considerable adaptations in their work and employment opportunities that they have had to make to ensure they have the flexibility to adequately care for their daughters' needs. It is significant to note the influence of the impact on the families' financial but also physical and emotional resources as their child grows into an adolescent and woman. For example many highlighted the difficulties in being able to afford suitable transport for their daughter. It is important that policy makers are aware of the increasing needs of the disability population as they move into adulthood. These needs may often be related to transport and this has important ramifications for families and their daughters with Rett syndrome in terms of their access to the community and general quality of life.

Despite the difficulties faced by families with a daughter with Rett syndrome, it is clear that for most families all of their compromises are a 'labour of love' that is best summed up in the comments from one mother:

*I would like to think I would have followed a career path of some kind...now, with current changes in living arrangements for my daughter hopefully I can decide what I want to be when I grow up...I am happy and love life so without my daughter with Rett syndrome maybe I wouldn't be who I am today*
Diagnosis of Rett syndrome

Families indicated that the most common age at which their daughter was diagnosed with Rett syndrome was three years of age, and the average age four and a half years. Of the families who completed the questionnaire, the youngest age at which a child was diagnosed was 10 months and the oldest was 16 years.

The diagnosis

Families were asked to indicate what difference a diagnosis of Rett syndrome had made to their family and the types of services and care that are available to their daughter. The majority of families reported that having a diagnosis had made a difference: primarily in the areas of ‘knowing what to expect for the future’; ‘paperwork and bureaucracy’; in dealing with health professionals; and in linking with other parents and support networks.

‘The day to day management of our daughter is unchanged due to having a diagnosis…..the diagnosis however gives us an idea of our daughters future/her prognosis….this has been taken into account when making decisions about such things as surgery for scoliosis’

‘It has stopped us exploring numerous alternative therapies and ‘cures’….after the initial shock of diagnosis, we are calmer within ourselves and with time has come acceptance….having a diagnosis has made it easier to deal with government agencies’

‘A diagnosis has been a valuable source of information to be able to talk to other parents for advice on all aspects…..just to have an idea of what might happen now and in the future’

‘Service and care has not changed due to late diagnosis…it has made a big difference to us as we feel many questions have now been answered…it all suddenly makes sense.

A small number of families made comment that having a diagnosis of Rett syndrome had made ‘little difference’ and that it had not changed services as they received ‘none’ or ‘very little’.

‘Most people haven’t heard of Rett syndrome and we usually have to do an awful lot of explaining …at times makes it very difficult for the whole family unit’

‘Now that she is an adult NONE…she has lost all the support she had as a child’

‘It has made me stay in a State away from my family so I am close to all services for my daughter’

‘The diagnosis simply helped us to know what it was not, and what the future would hold. I don’t know that we particularly benefited from particular services …they were not available when she was younger when we needed them more’
Diagnosis before the onset of symptoms

Families were asked if they would have preferred an earlier diagnosis, such as a diagnosis before the onset of symptoms. Of the 155 families who answered this question, 61% said they would have preferred an earlier diagnosis, 21% of families said they would not have liked this to occur with 17% of families being unsure. Some of the comments from families who would have preferred an earlier diagnosis were:

‘Yes, because doctors then, 20 years ago, said it was all in the mind of the mother…there was nothing wrong’

‘It would have been wonderful…saved us from total feelings of helplessness as we watch our daughter go from a normal little girl to losing her abilities to do things and just going backwards…and doctors thinking her parents were nuts and not able to answer our questions’

‘Yes, it may have helped me to understand why my daughter never made progress regardless of how much time I spent on her Early Intervention program. I would have felt less guilt about not doing enough…..I was constantly chasing answers and trying to do more’

‘Yes, it hit me like a bomb….to be told that there is something wrong with your daughter at birth would be devastating…but to have one that is so normal and then be told she will lose all her skills including communication is something I wasn’t prepared for…we could have videoed more of her precious moments…like saying her first words’

‘Yes, we would not have had to put our daughter through numerous blood tests and other tests….It would have saved us a lot of money for numerous test trips, time taken off work and would have prepared us for her regression instead of living a nightmare not knowing what had happened to our little girl’

‘The earlier the diagnosis the better prepared the family can be…although I’m not sure anyone would believe where the road is going to take you…maybe therapies and support could be planned or even put into place proactively, rather than reactively or not at all in the present case’
For those families who did not want a diagnosis before symptoms appeared or were unsure, one of the important considerations was whether it would have made any difference to the progress or treatment of the condition. Some of the comments from these families were:

‘Our daughter was diagnosed at three by Drs….by test when she was 9….not sure it would have made much difference clinically but emotionally it would have been harder, waiting and watching for changes’

‘No, I probably wouldn’t have believed it…However, once symptoms are present you are desperate to know the reasons why’

‘Only if something could be done to reduce the severity of the symptoms or make a difference to her life….otherwise my enjoyment of her as a young baby would have been clouded by what I was waiting for in the future’

‘No…we enjoyed the first 8 months of our daughter’s life not expecting there was a problem…after that our world came tumbling down around us….we would not have wanted to be robbed of those first 8 months’

‘Unsure, if it had made a difference to the progression of the condition’

**Genetic testing**

Families were asked if it would have been helpful to have had a genetic test available at the time their daughter was diagnosed, and 117 (79% of those who answered the question) families reported that they would have liked such a test. Fifty four families didn’t answer this question with half of these families having daughters who are now young women. This is most likely to have been due to some of these women living in residential care, and the questionnaire being filled out by a carer not a parent. Families with daughters aged between 8 and 13 years were more likely to indicate they would have liked to have had a genetic test at the time of diagnosis (81%) than families with younger or older girls.

Genetic testing for abnormalities of the MECP2 gene is currently undertaken either through the Western Sydney Genetics Program at the Children’s Hospital, Westmead or through the Neurogenetics Department at the Royal Perth Hospital. The basic testing will identify the majority of those abnormalities which can be detected. A further small percentage can be found using specialised testing known as multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) analysis. The time taken to provide a result can vary from one to six months and negative results may take longer than positive results. Screening for the rare exon 1 mutations is available in selected cases at the Westmead laboratory, and screening for CDKL5 (the second Rett gene) is only carried out on a research basis at Westmead.
A diagnosis of Rett syndrome for all families brings emotions of shock, devastation and profound grief before, often after many years, there is a sense of ‘acceptance’ of their daughters disability. However, the often misdiagnosis of Rett syndrome as other serious developmental disorders (eg cerebral palsy, autism) causes confusion and adds additional stress to families who are already under significant duress. The increasing use of genetic testing will, it is hoped, reduce the occurrence of misdiagnosis and allow for earlier accurate diagnosis of Rett syndrome.

Families in this study commented that for most, the diagnosis of Rett syndrome has allowed them to:

• Deal with bureaucracies more efficiently.
• Assist them with knowing what the future may hold and their planning for the future.
• Help them to work more effectively with health professionals in the care of their daughter.
• Receive support and information from other parents with girls and young women with Rett syndrome.

‘When she was diagnosed it was quite full on with Drs appointments and therapy sessions…now though we just live each day as it comes and our daughter is the core of everything we do. Her happiness is paramount and we are no longer consumed with trying to gain therapy services for her….we don’t need to ‘fix’ her…we think she is pretty perfect as she is’.
Characteristics of Rett syndrome

Several sections of the questionnaire asked families and carers to describe how much their daughter is affected by the various commonly reported symptoms and behaviours which occur in Rett syndrome. This part of the report describes families’ responses to a number of questions regarding their impressions of these characteristics.

Stereotypic hand movements

Almost all of the families reported that their daughter displayed stereotypic hand movements, such as wringing, twisting or hand washing, with 87% commenting that these movements occurred almost constantly on a daily basis. The hand movements for most (90%) of the children and adults with Rett syndrome involved both hands, with two thirds of families reporting one hand is generally more active than the other. Hand wringing was the most commonly reported type of hand movement, however families indicated that the girls and young women had a diverse range of movements including twisting, clapping, tapping, hand biting and flicking.

Families often comment that their daughter has wounds on her hands as a result of repetitive hand movements. It appears that girls under eight years of age more commonly have wounds on their hands from stereotypic hand movements, with adolescents least likely to have this particular problem.
**Mobility**

About half of the children and adults were reported as being able to walk either with or without assistance, and the remainder always used a wheelchair. This did not seem to vary much by age. There were similar proportions in the younger age groups and older age groups retaining some ability to walk or needing to always use a wheelchair, although the adolescent group generally was reportedly the most mobile.

A fairly recent research finding for girls and women with Rett syndrome is that they find it difficult to perform transitional movements i.e. move from one position to another such as lying down to sitting or sitting to standing. This appears to occur regardless of whether they retain the ability to walk or not. Families were asked whether they thought their daughter seems frightened when there are changes in her body position, and over a third of families stated they thought this occurred very often. This seemed to be most frequent in girls aged 8 to 13 years (46% of families said this occurred very often) and become slightly less of a problem in young women with Rett syndrome with 35% of families of the older age group reporting fear of movement from position to position as never happening.
**Communication skills**

All of the families reported that their daughter had very limited ability to communicate using speech or vocalisation. However, families indicated their daughters had more ability to understand spoken language when compared with their ability to speak or generally communicate.

![Understanding of language graph](image_url)

- **Has little understanding of what is said to her**
- **Obeys simple commands**
- **Obeys complex commands**
Families also reported that their daughters frequently use eye contact to convey their feelings or simple gestures to obtain attention. Almost 60% of families thought their daughters have ‘close to normal eye contact’ and over a third of the girls or young women will very often use some sort of gesturing to get a person’s attention.
Breathing behaviours

Although hyperventilation and breath holding are known to occur commonly in Rett syndrome, frequent hyperventilation on a daily basis was only reported by about a quarter of families. Sixty per cent of the girls and women were described as hyperventilating less than once a week or rarely. There appeared to be little variation in age groups with regard to how often hyperventilation occurs, with the exception of it being more frequently reported as occurring on a daily basis in girls aged 8 to 13 years.

‘Breath holding’ was reported by families to occur slightly more frequently than hyperventilation. Thirty two per cent of girls and young women were said to hold their breath fairly constantly on a daily basis and this occurred much less in girls younger than 8 years than in the older age groups.

Swallowing air is also another commonly reported behaviour in Rett syndrome. Forty four per cent of families said that their daughter almost never swallows air, although the frequency of this occurring ‘often’ increased in the older age groups, being most commonly reported in young women with Rett syndrome.
Other reported characteristics

Scratching and itching were fairly common behaviours reported by 42% of families, and this was particularly so in those with daughters under 8 years.

Teeth grinding is another feature commonly associated with Rett syndrome. Two thirds of families answering this question indicated that their daughter ground her teeth more than once a week, and this behaviour was reported much more frequently in girls under 8 years of age.
Families were asked if they thought their daughters appeared miserable for no apparent reason. Over a third of families reported that this was very often true in their girls and young women and only 12% said that this never occurred. There was very little variation reported across the different age groups.

'Vacant staring spells' are also known to occur in Rett syndrome and were reported by 86% of families, occurring much more often in young women than in children.
Families completing this questionnaire described some interesting variations in behavioural characteristics that they regularly observe in their daughters with Rett syndrome.

- Almost all families described their daughters as displaying stereotypic hand movements, with hand wounds resulting from these movements being more commonly reported in very young children.

- Approximately half of the girls and young women always use a wheelchair and the other half are able to walk with or without assistance. The common perception that most older girls and women are wheelchair bound was not what was reported, with there being no real variation in mobility according to age groups.

- While families reported the verbal communication skills of their daughters to be very limited, they described their daughters as regularly using eye contact and gesturing to communicate their needs and feelings.

- An assessment of the respiratory pattern known as autonomic monitoring has shown that breathing abnormalities occur almost universally in Rett syndrome. However, it may only be the more severe forms of hyperventilation or breath holding that are actually perceived by parents or clinicians. This seemed to be the case with only a quarter to a third of families describing hyperventilation and breath holding as occurring frequently on a daily basis. The behavioural characteristic of ‘swallowing air’ occurred more commonly among young women with Rett syndrome.

- Behavioural characteristics such as ‘teeth grinding’ and a ‘scratching itch’ were fairly commonly reported by families, particularly those with younger children. In contrast, ‘vacant staring spells’ appeared to be more a characteristic observed in older girls and women.

Recent research being conducted here and elsewhere has started to look at whether there is a relationship between particular behavioural characteristics and specific mutations on the MECP2 gene. Further development of this research through international collaboration over the coming years may begin to provide families with some expectations of the sort of behavioural characteristics they can expect in their daughters and consequently proactively assist them and health professionals with the management of these symptoms.
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Medical services

The questionnaire asked families to indicate the medical services they used and also asked them to evaluate how satisfied they were with the services they received. It is known that many girls and young women with Rett syndrome are in good general health, however some have multiple medical problems requiring ongoing medical treatment. Families indicated that 92% of girls and women attended an average of nine medical appointments in 2004/2005. Most commonly families and their daughters were visiting a general practitioner, dentist, neurologist, paediatrician or orthopaedic specialist.

Families were asked to evaluate the care they receive from medical practitioners by answering 20 questions that make up a particular instrument called the ‘Measure of Processes of Care’ (MPOC). This particular measure of evaluation of services was developed by researchers from McMaster University in Canada following extensive consultation and input from parents of children with disabilities and is based on aspects of care that parents view as important. It aims to try to determine how satisfied parents feel about the extent to which they are treated respectfully; treated as partners in the medical care of their daughter; how coordinated the services are they receive; and how satisfied they are with the specific and general information provided to them about their child with a disability.

Families rate each question on a scale from 1 – 7 to indicate a behaviour occurred to a ‘very great extent’(7) or ‘not at all’(1). For each of the 20 questions in this measure, only a small number of families with daughters in the oldest age group answered the questions therefore they have not been included in any comparisons related to different age groups.
Respectful and supportive care

The questions that focused on whether families thought they were treated respectfully generally indicated that families thought this occurred to a moderate or great extent in most cases. Parents rated highest medical services that reflect the ‘respectful’ nature of the services they receive in terms of ‘providing a caring atmosphere’ (37% stating this occurred to a great extent), and providing them with ‘enough time to talk so they don’t feel rushed’ (39% indicating this occurred to a great extent).

### Provides a caring atmosphere

- Occurs to a small extent: 15%
- Occurs to a moderate extent: 48%
- Occurs to a great extent: 37%

### Don’t feel rushed

- Occurs to a small extent: 17%
- Occurs to a moderate extent: 44%
- Occurs to a great extent: 39%
Over a third of families (34%) thought they and their daughter were always treated as individuals rather than as a ‘typical’ parent of a child with a disability, with 20% stating this occurred not at all or to a very small extent. There was some variation in age groups when families answered this question, those with younger children indicating this occurred more often ‘to a great extent’ than reported by families of adolescent daughters.

### Enabling and partnership

Questions in the MPOC evaluation tool that focused on whether parents felt they were treated as partners by the medical professional involved in the care of their daughters, revealed that they thought this occurs to a moderate extent (approximately 40% of responses). For example, the question that asked whether ‘treatment choices were fully explained to you’ 43% of families said this occurred to a moderate extent, with 23% of families indicating this occurs to a small extent or not at all.
Co-ordinated care

Parents were asked to indicate how coordinated they thought the medical care of their daughter was, and again the most commonly used category by families was that this ‘occurs to a moderate extent’ (approximately 45% of responses). For example, the question that asked whether medical practitioners ‘look at the needs of your whole child’ 40% of families said this occurred to a moderate extent, with 30% of families indicating that this occurs to a small extent or not at all.

Families were also asked if they thought they had the opportunity to work with medical services to ‘plan together so they are all working in the same direction’. Parents who had daughters younger than 8 years of age thought they had more opportunity to work together with medical professionals with regard to services and outcomes for their daughter compared to those with older children and adolescents.
**Provided with specific information**

When families were asked whether they received specific information related to their daughter’s assessment results most felt this occurred to a moderate or great extent, with 24% of families indicating that this occurred to a ‘small extent or not at all’.

![Informed about assessment results](chart.png)

**Provision of general information**

Questions in the MPOC evaluation tool that focused on whether parents felt they were provided with general information by medical professionals related to the care of their daughters, rated this aspect of care very poorly. For most of the five questions related to this area, at least half of the families used the ‘occurs to a small extent or not at all’ category. For example, the question that asked whether ‘they were provided with advice on how to get information or to contact other parents’ 60% of families said this occurred to a small extent if at all.

![Advice on how to contact other parents](chart.png)
Families were also asked if they thought they were provided with information about their daughter’s disability, such as causes or future outlook, by medical services. Again, parents who had daughters younger than 8 years of age thought they more often received this sort of information from medical professionals compared to parents with daughters with older children and adolescents.

![Information about daughter's disability](chart.png)
As well as using numbers to rate and evaluate the medical services received, families were invited to make written comments with regard to their impressions of these services. While a number of families made very positive comments about their medical practitioners and services, a greater number of families expressed frustration and concerns about the quality of services they received and the general lack of information and expertise amongst the medical profession in relation to Rett syndrome.

‘She receives excellent care and everyone fully understands and keeps themselves up to date with information on her condition’

‘When she gets it, it is good, but we have to wait too long for things to be done, and then sometimes it is too late’

‘Overall, her health care has been good, but I am constantly surprised at the ignorance of Rett syndrome amongst the broader medical community…I’m the one educating them usually’

‘Our daughter has never received satisfactory medical attention as the environment is not congenial to her….she can demonstrate inappropriate behaviour in a medical practice and often refuses to get out of the car which means the Dr coming to her in the car park. A diagnosis is almost impossible and the treatment of illness guesswork on behalf of us all!!!!!!’

‘I or my family provide information about Rett syndrome to the medical services, dental people and any other services up here……I have only come across three people who know what it is’

‘Health care is very fragmented with little or no interaction between providers….no ‘whole child’ or ‘entire family’ approach exists, nor any long term goals’

‘….we have found that medical professionals seem to only go as far as giving you test results, diagnoses, prognoses, and then tell you to go out and find services yourself before you take your child home and care for them the best you can…..in terms of specialists’ and GP’s support staff….we find we can get what we need from them if we are ‘nice’ parents….they wield a fair amount of power and can make life difficult for parents if they are rubbed up the wrong way’
Families with children and adults with disabilities have an ongoing connection with the health system that provides services to meet their varying developmental and medical needs. The statement by one particular parent perhaps best summarises what families expect from medical services:

‘…. I strongly believe that all parents of Rett girls need a medical practitioner that: 1. is qualified and experienced in the treatment of disabled people 2. looks at the ‘whole picture’ of the girls medical needs 3. is available at short notice and low cost to the parents.’

For families with Rett syndrome it appears that they rate most highly the way in which they are treated by medical practitioners, that is, for the most part respectfully and as individuals. By far the greatest area for improvement according to families is in the area of the provision of general information, that is, information related to the prognosis and future outlook of their daughters, advice on how to contact other families and information about types of services available in the community. It is important to be able to measure how families perceive medical services, to provide information related to areas that need to be targeted to better meet families’ needs.

Families with a daughter with Rett syndrome have made very clear the areas they believe need to be targeted by researchers, service providers and policy makers in order for services to adequately assist them with the many challenges of caring for a daughter with this disability.
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**Educational, community & therapy services**

A number of the sections of the questionnaire asked families to indicate the educational, community and therapy services they used and also asked them to evaluate how satisfied they were with the services they received. Families described therapy and community activities they had received and/or undertaken during the 2004/2005 period in different settings:

- Therapy at school.
- Therapy outside of school.
- Planned therapy activities at home.
- Recreational and day activities.

**Educational placements and therapy received at school**

Families were asked if their daughter attended school and of those who responded (189 families) 62% indicated their daughter attended school and received their therapy at school and 5% indicated their daughter went to school but did not receive therapy in the school setting. A third of families indicated their daughters did not attend school, with only 5% of girls being younger than school age.
While it is expected that the younger age groups will have significant proportions of girls attending school, in the older age groups families indicated that over half of their daughters are still in an educational placement. The majority of girls and young women are attending a ‘Development Support/Special Education School’, with a small proportion attending mainstream schools. Almost 80% of families felt satisfied that the educational needs of their daughters were met in their current placements. However, some families expressed concern about the lack of support regarding communication devices and the ‘struggle’ to keep their daughters in the mainstream system with inadequate supports and infrastructure for children with a disability.

“It is such a great thing to have the support and help needed to care for our kids as part of the curriculum at no extra cost”

“Most therapy is integrated into school programs organised by therapists, but carried out by teachers and other staff…there is no such thing as one on one any more and hasn’t been for years”

“I read and hear how other Rett girls are doing and I wonder if she is getting the best education…I was told that the speech therapist at school is so busy seeing the children with chewing and swallowing problems that communication is the least important”

“No, we have arranged a placement at a special school for next year…we changed the placement because she was no longer happy in the mainstream setting…apparent from her behaviour….high anxiety and frustration leading to screaming and pinching…..I still think mainstream placement could work if there was a change in how the system worked eg more teacher/student support, more flexibility in how the system is implemented….our daughter has had some transition visits to her new school and seems to be very happy there….so I have to accept that maybe it is the best setting for her for now”

Families were asked to indicate the most common therapies their child received while at school, with physiotherapy, music therapy, hydrotherapy and horse riding being the most frequently reported. Most of these therapies are undertaken as part of the curriculum program offered by the ‘special education environment’, although they are usually delivered by teachers and educational assistants under the occasional direction of a therapist where appropriate. Of concern was the finding that only one parent indicated their child received any speech pathology and only 12 children were undertaking occupational therapy based activities.
**Therapies received outside of school**

Thirty nine per cent of families, that is 73 out of the 186 families who answered this question, indicated their daughter received therapy outside of school. As you would expect, proportionally, therapy received outside of school was greatest for the younger age groups as in most States of Australia government funding for services to children with disabilities is skewed towards younger children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 yrs &amp; older</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physiotherapy and hydrotherapy were the most regularly received therapies outside of school, often being part of the day activity program or post-school options program for young women with Rett syndrome. However, some families commented that the regularity of these activities was very dependent on staff availability. It was also reported that after leaving school and entering adulthood, regular therapy services (outside of a day placement option) were *non-existent*.

‘My daughter is now attending an adult training and support service, she is ‘lucky’ to get music therapy weekly in her program’

‘Hydrotherapy booked by day program only when enough staff present’
A small number of families indicated they received therapy including physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy from a team of therapists. Most of these families were part of an Early Intervention Program with a disability organisation that provided these services in a kindergarten, day care, central playgroup or, more rarely, a home setting.

Other regular activities reported to be engaged in by girls and young women with Rett syndrome were horse riding from 'Riding for the Disabled' organisations and music therapy, both of these activities usually incurring some cost. A very small number of families indicated they accessed private physiotherapy, occupational therapy or speech pathology. However, these services remain extremely costly and are not sustainable for most families.

‘The cost is prohibitive and private insurance won’t cover more than a month’s worth…
quality of therapy is exceptional’

‘Don’t have money to attend speechie/physio more often’
Planned therapy activities at home

Almost half of the families indicated they carried out ‘planned’ therapy activities at home, that is, where time is set aside on a regular basis for their daughter to have therapy at home. There was little variation in age groups as to whether this sort of therapy occurred at home, although families with daughters in the younger age groups indicated this sort of therapy is carried out slightly more often than occurs in the older age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 yrs &amp; older</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common types of therapy carried out at home included walking, stretches, time in standing frame, massages, prone lying, swimming and ‘spa baths’. Almost all of this therapy was carried out by parents, grandparents and other members of the extended family. Very few families indicated the therapy was carried out by therapists visiting the home, although some families used carers and volunteers to do the therapy with their daughter. Many families also indicated the therapy is incidental and not ‘planned’, and is part of their daughters’ everyday routine.

‘Most of the therapy I do with my daughter I try to make it fun…she loves music and singing and we do actions with our hands…giggling therapy is good too!’

‘Therapy at home is incidental…but incidental all day long!’

‘We complete a range of therapies at home however this is not planned or scheduled…it is the way we handle and deal with our daughter’

‘It is hard to say how often…depends on how my daughter feels…some days more is done, when others nothing is achieved’
Recreational and day activities

Fifty four adolescents and young women were described as being part of a regular day activity program outside their home, with most attending a ‘Day Activity Centre’ or ‘Post-School Options’ program.

Common activities reportedly occurring in these programs were community outings, cooking, arts and crafts, massage therapy, music therapy and hydrotherapy.

Almost 70% of families indicated they were satisfied that their daughter’s needs were being met in their current day activity program, with 20% stating they thought the needs of their daughter were not met. A small proportion was unsure whether these programs met their daughters’ current needs.

‘As best they can be in a small rural community with limited resources’

‘Lack of therapy input is disappointing…having been trained to use a communication device before leaving special school, this is rarely used by instructors in day program …they lack training in communication aids use’

‘Not really…spends long hours alone and bored’

A common area of concern was the lack of use of communication aides in these environments and the paucity of specifically tailored programs. However, it appears most families were resigned to the fact that the current day activity placements of their daughter was their only real option……’nothing else available so have no choice’.
Evaluation of therapy services

Therapy services in Australia that practice contemporary models of service delivery embrace a model known as ‘family centred practice’. A family centred approach to therapy is a type of service that:

- Emphasises a partnership between parents and therapists.
- Recognises parents as the experts in the care of their child.
- Focuses on the family’s role in decision making about their child.
- Fosters mutual respect between families and staff as they work together to achieve desired outcomes for the child and family.

One hundred and seventy five families and their daughters received therapy in the 2004/2005 period. Families were asked to evaluate the care they received from therapists by answering 20 questions that make up the previously described instrument, the ‘Measure of Processes of Care’ (MPOC).

For each of the 20 questions in this measure, only a small number of families with daughters in the oldest age group answered the questions therefore they have not been included in any comparisons between different age groups. As well as using numbers to rate and evaluate the therapy services received, families were invited to make written comments with regard to their impressions of these services. Some of these comments have been included where appropriate.

Respectful and supportive care

The questions that focused on whether families thought they were treated respectfully and viewed as individuals and equals by therapists generally indicated that families thought this occurred to a moderate or great extent.

Parents rated being treated as individuals (rather than as a ‘typical’ parent of a child with a disability) highly, with almost 50% of families indicating this ‘occurred to a great extent’. There was some variation in age groups when families answered this question, those with younger children indicating this occurred more often ‘to a great extent’ than reported by families of adolescent daughters.
For questions related to respectful and supportive care, families rated services slightly lower in terms of 'providing a caring atmosphere' (34% stating this occurred to a great extent), and providing them with 'enough time to talk so they don’t feel rushed' (31% indicating this occurred to a great extent).
‘The therapists at my daughter’s early intervention program are fantastic…I really try and talk to them as much as possible….the more involved I get the more they offer to my daughter…..they have always been there when I have needed them’

‘I generally feel that we are treated just like a time waster at times…..Not all but a majority seem to use this regional centre as a stepping stone to a capital city position and don’t take a great interest in us’

**Enabling and partnership**

Parents rated poorly the questions in the MPOC evaluation tool that focused on whether they felt they were treated as partners by the therapy professionals in the care of their daughters, with about half indicating this occurs to a small extent or not at all. For example, for the question that asked whether ‘treatment choices were fully explained to you’ 48% of families said this occurred to a small extent, with 25% of families indicating that this occurred to a great extent.

When asked if they were provided with opportunities by therapists to make decisions about therapy, about half the families said this occurred to a small extent if at all, with those families with younger school aged children reporting they rarely have this opportunity. Many families commented that they rarely saw or spoke to a therapist, particularly if their child is in a special education school, where most of the therapy is carried out by teachers and/or educational assistants.
‘There is not much parental involvement in adult services’

‘Due to her being at school I rarely see the therapists or hear from them…if I have any queries they will react appropriately but apart from that there is no contact’

‘As parents we feel frustrated with the lack of communication from therapists…they contact the schools but not the parents…have spoken to them numerous times with not much success’

Co-ordinated care

Parents were asked to indicate how coordinated they thought the therapy care of their daughter was, and their responses to the questions in this section were particularly variable. For example, when asked whether they ‘plan services together so everybody is working in the same direction’ 44% of families said this occurred to a great extent, and 19% of families indicated that this did not occur at all.

The large number of families rating this question highly is likely to be due to the fact that most educational placements providing a service to a child with a disability, particularly special education placements, have an annual Individual Education Planning (IEP) meeting. The IEP brings together teachers, families and therapists to set goals for the student for the year.

For other questions that focused on how coordinated therapy care is, families mostly used the ‘occurs to a small extent or not at all’ category. Nearly 50% of families indicated they rarely had the same therapist over time, and almost two thirds indicated the therapy they received almost never considered the needs of their ‘whole’ child.
Look at needs of whole child

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Occurs to a small extent</th>
<th>Occurs to a moderate extent</th>
<th>Occurs to a great extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Living in the country consistency of services is often hampered by constant changes in personnel including long periods of no service.....the therapists are always overworked and I have never really been satisfied with the level of services that my daughter receives’

‘Whilst having the health professionals at school is convenient, I would have to say it leads to some remoteness in that we only formally meet once a year to hear about my child’s progress’

‘Aside from physiotherapy I am appalled at the level of service and lack of consistency....in the last 18 months we have had (I think) four OT’s, 3 Speech Path....and between them all our daughter has seen them all about 2-3 times....the service is very poor and she hardly has any actual treatments....visits seem to be all talk and no action and pretty much if I think of something then I chase them for appointments’

‘I have HUGE issues with the team ....the therapists only stay 1 to 6 months so then the next person comes, starts the ‘get to know you stage’ – doesn’t put anything into practice, leaves and then the whole process starts again…’
Provided with specific information

When families were asked whether they received specific information related to their daughter’s assessment results or written information about therapy most felt this occurred to a moderate or great extent.

**Written information about therapy**

- Occurs to a great extent: 29%
- Occurs to a moderate extent: 44%
- Occurs to a small extent: 27%

**Results of therapy assessments**

- Occurs to a great extent: 40%
- Occurs to a moderate extent: 42%
- Occurs to a small extent: 18%
When looking at the responses of families of daughters in different age groups, it is clear that parents with young or adolescent daughters appear to be receiving information on assessment results more consistently than those with daughters in the middle primary years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Overall I’ve been impressed with the commitment the various therapists have shown ....they have all either been aware of Rett syndrome or have made serious efforts to learn about it and used that information to tailor their programs’

‘This is such an important area...we are very happy with the service our daughter is currently receiving....more resources would be helpful, but everyone is doing the best they can with limited resources’
**Provision of general information**

Questions in the MPOC evaluation tool that focused on whether parents felt they were provided with general information by therapists related to the care of their daughters, resulted in families rating this as the most poorly done aspect of the services they received. For all but one of the five questions related to this area, approximately half of the families used the ‘occurs to a small extent or not at all’ category. The exception was the question that asked whether therapists offered families information about services available in their community, and most of the parents indicated this happened to a moderate to great extent.

![Community services chart](image)

The question that asked whether therapists provided them ‘with advice on how to get information or to contact other parents’ 52% of families said this occurred to a small extent if at all, with only 13% of families indicating that this occurred to a great extent.

![Advice on contacting other parents chart](image)
Families were also asked if they thought they were provided with information about their daughter’s disability, that is, how it progresses and the future outlook. Unlike with some other questions, there was no great difference between families who have daughters of different ages with Rett syndrome, all reporting this was information that, on the whole, they rarely received from therapists.

‘The biggest outcry is they (the teachers) get very little assistance from anywhere else, only what we can find on the internet or provided by me…no one shows much interest in it’

‘Did not really know what Rett syndrome was or dealt with before’

‘As I said before I know more about Rett syndrome than most people working with my daughter in this area….they tend to treat the current problem not the whole disability’

‘…95% of therapists have never heard of Rett so I have to explain this to them and even then their ideas of therapy do not match my daughter’s abilities or needs. I stopped going because I found it insulting and a waste of my time’
Therapy and therapy services are a large part of the lives of families with a daughter with Rett syndrome. Some families made very positive comments about their therapy services, particularly those with younger children. However a greater number of families expressed frustration and concerns about the quality of services they received and the general lack of information and expertise amongst the therapy professionals in relation to Rett syndrome.

Of particular concern to researchers, policy makers and service providers should be:

- The lack of coordinated care provided to families and their daughters due to high turn over of therapy staff, and the limited suitably trained staff particularly in country areas.

- The limited communication between therapists and families in relation to the care of their child, families rating particularly poorly their sense of being treated as a partner in their child’s care.

- The lack of therapy and other suitable supports and infrastructure in mainstream schools for children with disability.

- The very limited focus given to communication and communication aides in girls and young women with Rett syndrome.

- The significant decrease in therapy services as children grow older and move into adulthood.

- Families’ need to receive much more general information related to their daughters’ disability, particularly prognosis and future outlook.

- The need for the whole family to have the opportunity to receive information and support and advice on networking with other families.

In paediatric therapy and rehabilitation it is known that a family centred approach to services, results in greater parental satisfaction with services, better parental psychosocial well-being and better developmental outcomes for the child or young person with a disability. Unfortunately, from the feedback obtained from families it appears that therapy services provided to girls and young women with Rett syndrome have much work to do to ensure that the rhetoric of family centred services becomes much more of a reality in clinical practice.
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Common areas of concern for families

Families with daughters with Rett syndrome are continually faced with new and ongoing challenges. Common areas of concern relate to puberty, mealtimes and nutritional intake, sleeping and respite. This section of the report highlights how families have answered questions related to these areas in the 2004/2005 questionnaire.

Puberty

Sexual development

Three quarters of families reported that they did not think there was anything unusual or different about their daughters’ sexual development than what would be expected for her age.

The comments made by the remaining 47 families were very varied. Some of the families thought their daughters displayed ‘slower sexual development’ and had ‘child-like bodies’ whereas others reported they seemed to be much ‘more developed’ then other girls the same age. However, the most commonly reported unusual aspect was the very early development of pubic hair without any of the other associated aspects of sexual development.

‘Her pubic hair developed but didn't develop any other way eg breasts, thought this was unusual as started getting pubic hair when 10 years’

‘She has had pubic and underarm hair since she was 4 but no other signs of puberty yet’

‘Presence of pubic and auxiliary hair at age of 7’

Menstruation

Exactly half of the families who answered the question on menstruation reported that their daughter had started menstruating, and 72 of these families were able to provide the age at which this occurred. The average age at which girls started their period was 13 years, with the youngest age reported being 9 years and the oldest 22 years.

Almost 60% of those families whose daughter has begun menstruating reported problems associated with her period. The most commonly reported symptoms were pain and agitation with over a third of families stating they thought their daughters’ seizure activity increased just before or during menstruation.

Some families reported that their daughters had particularly ‘heavy bleeding’ while others commented their daughters’ periods were very irregular and might only occur once or twice per year.
‘Our daughter is very miserable with her period, she eats less and sleeps through the day. Two days before her period starts she has increased myoclonic activity and frequent drop attacks. She appears to be in severe pain for a couple of days and has more nights of hyperventilating than normal’

‘Ovulation caused cramps and pain, made her very agitated, had many seizures’

‘She gets very agitated before her periods and usually does get very unsteady on her feet…she will sit herself down on the floor’

About half of families whose daughters had begun menstruating reported they used medication to manage menstrual periods. Six families stated their daughters had had surgical procedures related to their periods, four of the procedures being a hysterectomy. Depo-Provera injection was the most commonly reported medication used to control the menstrual cycle along with a range of different brands of the contraceptive pill. Some families reported the only medication they used was paracetamol or ibuprofen to manage their daughters' pain during menstruation.

A number of suggestions for families related to menstruation have been included in the latest August 2006 ‘AussieRett Connect’ newsletter (pictured below). Gynaecologists working with girls and young women with disabilities report that most will pass through menarche at the usual time and go on to menstruate with the same regularity as their peers1. This has been the experience of the majority but not of all families with a daughter with Rett syndrome. Medical practitioners need to be aware of this and provide additional support and information to families when required.
Meal times

It is known that feeding difficulties in Rett syndrome are common. The causes are complex and not fully understood with swallowing difficulties, decreased ability to eat and drink independently and the presence of other gastrointestinal symptoms all being part of the puzzle. For some, but not all, this may result in loss of adequate nutritional requirements and impaired growth and ‘failure to thrive’. Severe feeding difficulties may result in the use of enteral nutritional support (ENS). Occasionally this involves the use of nasogastric tube feeds when the problem is considered to be relatively short term with the use of percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) feeding being a more permanent support.

Meal times and nutritional intake

The 162 families, whose daughter did not have a PEG or nasogastric tube, were asked to describe the quantity of food that their daughter eats. About half of the families indicated that they thought it was ‘about right for someone of her size’. Similar proportions of girls were described as eating ‘less than’ or ‘more than’ expected for someone of their size. There was little variation between age groups with the exception of young women who were more likely to eat what would be ‘about right for someone of her size’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 yrs &amp; older</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Food intake

[Bar chart showing food intake for different age groups]
About one third of families reported that their daughter had no difficulties eating any type of food, however most families indicated their daughters’ food needed to be either mashed, pureed, finely chopped or cut into bite size pieces. The most commonly required preparation for food was for it to be cut into bite size pieces, with this being reported by about half the families.

All families were asked to indicate their feelings about whether their daughters’ intake of fluid is adequate. One third of families had no concerns about their daughters’ fluid intake, however a third of families were constantly or frequently concerned. These families tended to have daughters in the younger age groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLUID INTAKE</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don’t have any worries about this</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are occasional periods when I worry (monthly)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I frequently worry about her liquid intake (weekly)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I constantly worry about her liquid intake</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Families were asked how long it usually takes for their daughter to have a meal, and the most frequently reported time was 30 minutes with the average length of time being 25 minutes. The longest length of time reported was 2 hours.

A way of classifying feeding difficulties has been described that reports the degree of difficulty according to the time it takes for feeding: mild (15 minutes), moderate (15-30 minutes) or severe (longer than 30 minutes)\(^2\). Using this classification system, families reported that 13% of their daughters had mild feeding difficulties, 47% moderate feeding difficulties and 40% could be classified as having severe feeding difficulties.
**Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy (PEG) feeding**

PEG feeding is being used more often in girls and young women with Rett syndrome as a way of ensuring adequate nutritional intake. Forty families reported they used either a nasogastric tube or PEG for feeding, with it being more common in the middle age groups than in young children or women with Rett syndrome.

To date, there has been little research investigating the impact of PEG feeding in Rett syndrome. A study looking at the impact of PEG feeding on the quality of life of carers of children with cerebral palsy found that they reported a decrease in feeding times, increased ease of administering medication and reduced concern over the child’s nutritional status.

The most frequently reported time taken to feed their daughters was 30 minutes both for those families whose daughters did or did not have a PEG. The maximum length of time reported for a PEG user was 60 minutes which was considerably less than the 2 hours for those without a PEG. However, in regard to other aspects of mealtimes and nutritional intake, families whose daughters are fed using a PEG described many advantages and few disadvantages.

Some of the advantages of a PEG reported by parents were:

- ‘….gives us peace of mind….our daughter is well hydrated, happier and healthier’
- ‘….knowing daughter is getting adequate food and fluid intake, decreases worry and stress’
- ‘….saved her life…is a godsend’
- ‘….no worry about aspirating…going on holidays much easier to take supplies and can hook up anywhere even in car’
- ‘….well hydrated, particularly when unwell…ease of administering medication…able to help decrease ‘GAS’ in stomach…decrease pain’
Of the disadvantages reported the most common was ‘reddening’ or skin breakdown of the site and the limitations it places on use of respite ‘unable to find many places who will take people with PEG for respite either in home or out of home’.

**Sleeping**

Sleep problems are a recognised feature of Rett syndrome. They may take the form of waking in the middle of the night giggling or laughing, or a tendency to sleep longer during the day. Almost 80% of families reported that their daughter had some problems with sleeping. About 40% of girls and young women were said to wake occasionally, with 22% being described as waking frequently or constantly at night. Twenty per cent of families described their daughters as having a close to normal or normal sleeping pattern.

Some of the commonly reported behaviours related to sleeping in Rett syndrome include spells of screaming and/or laughter at night, crying at night and frequent napping during the day. Crying at night was not a commonly reported behaviour by families, with 65% indicating this never occurs and 7% stating this is often true for their daughter. Similarly, spells of screaming at night were not described by families as being a frequent occurrence, with 64% of families reporting this never occurs.

![Spells of screaming chart]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Often occurs</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes occurs</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not occur</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Australian Rett Syndrome Study
Spells of laughter during the night (night laughing) appear to occur more frequently than spells of screaming, with over 60% of families indicating that this frequently or sometimes occurs. There was some variation in this behaviour with age, being less common in young women with Rett syndrome.

![Spells of night laughing](image)

About a quarter of families reported they use some medication to assist their daughter to sleep at night, some of this medication also being used to control seizure activity. However for most families, assisting their daughter to sleep was done by reassurance and comfort, with a few families using aromatherapy and pieces of equipment such as ‘symmetrisleep’. Some of the comments related to sleep made by families were:

‘always very restless sleep…vocalising, scratching face….no medications….hands tucked securely under sheet to restrict movement, wears socks as gloves to prevent scratching…..turned 2-3 times per night’

‘wakes during the night …difficult to settle …often takes a long time to go to sleep….will hyperventilate and throws body around ….no treatment …have tried to use an oil blend for peaceful sleep (aromatherapy)’

‘she quite often wakes during the night and looks out the window for hours and then sleeps for hours during the day….no medication…she just does her own thing’

‘no current problems with sleeping since using symmetri-sleep kit which was and is used to prevent spinal curvature…her physio was correct in thinking if the movement was stopped during sleeping then she may not have the nightmares/terrors by waking up scared’
### Respite

Many families with daughters with Rett syndrome receive help and support from other family members and extended family. However, the use of more formal respite care and services is important for all families who are caring for a family member who has a long term disability. Almost all families (78%) indicated they had used formal respite since January 2004, with a small number commenting that they had never received or requested respite care.

Of those families who are users of formal respite services, two thirds reported they used in home respite services with there being little variation across age groups. The often common expectation that the use of in home respite support decreases as children get older was not the case for families with daughters with Rett syndrome.

Almost 60% of these families stated they were required to contribute to the cost of this care; the most common cost being $2.50 per hour, the average cost being almost $7.00 per hour and the maximum cost contribution being $30.00 per hour. Families stated they received in home respite from a variety of sources, including local councils, disability respite agencies, religious organizations and Silver Chain. Some families were part of the ‘brokerage’ system for in home respite where they are given the money to pay for a carer to come into the home. Families commented that while this was fine in theory, the availability of skilled and suitable carers was very limited: ‘we are provided with the funding….we organise the carer ..not an easy task!’

![In-home respite chart](chart.png)
Almost 60% of families using formal respite care indicated their daughter had been in overnight care outside of the home. Again about 60% of these families stated they were required to contribute to the cost of overnight care; the most common cost being $15.00 per night, the average cost being $36.00 per night and the maximum cost contribution being $156.00 per night. Families stated they received this care from a variety of sources: disability respite agencies, religious organisations, carers' homes, and Interchange families. There was some variation across age groups, with the greatest proportion of users of out of home respite being young women with Rett syndrome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 yrs &amp; older</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers working on the Australian Rett Syndrome Study recognise the importance of formal respite services for families. While some information has been gathered about respite use that maybe of value to families, what is not known is how satisfied families are with the respite services they receive.

For example: how much respite families perceive that they need, are they receiving; how many families are limited in their use of respite because of cost; and how many families are having to use extended families and friends for in home support and overnight respite services because more formal supports are not readily available to them.

These are important areas to focus on in future work related to respite services for families with daughters with Rett syndrome.
Families raising daughters with Rett syndrome have highlighted their need to have access to ongoing and contemporary information with regard to their daughters' disability. About half of families have indicated they have made use of the Australian Rett Syndrome Study website www.ichr.uwa.edu.au/rett/aussierett and the International Rett Syndrome Association's website www.rettsyndrome.org. Families commented that they found both sites 'informative and useful'. However, many families reported being too time poor to spend time on the computer ('who has time to get on the net? ...are you kidding??') and other families indicated they did not own a computer. One of the aims of the Australian Rett Syndrome Study is to be available to families who are seeking information and have questions, and Dr Helen Leonard and members of the team are always willing and available to receive telephone calls and emails from families and health professionals (contact details are contained in the front of the report).
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PART 2

‘Current research and publications’
**Current research**

The Australian Rett Syndrome Study has, over the last decade, produced a plethora of work that has helped families, health professionals and other researchers begin to understand more about the complex condition that is Rett syndrome. This is illustrated by the many presentations of this work at conferences in Australia and other parts of the world and the publication of research results in several internationally renowned journals.

This section highlights some of the recently completed and current research.

**Genetics**

One component of the research work undertaken by the Australian Rett Syndrome Study over the last few years has involved exploring the association between the severity of the level of symptoms and particular mutations (ie mistakes or errors) in the \( \text{MECP2} \) gene. This is called the investigation of ‘genotype phenotype relationships’. Since the last report was compiled the study has produced twelve papers relating to this topic in the international medical literature\(^1\)-\(^{13}\).

By the end of 2004 almost 90% of participants in our study had had genetic testing undertaken with the finding of a \( \text{MECP2} \) mutation in 75\(^\circ\)\(^8\).

---

### How mutations occur

All DNA is made up of strings of chemical “text” represented by the letters A, C, G and T. For example, a strand of DNA (without a mutation) could be represented by:

\[
\text{AAG ACU UAA GAG}
\]

The letters are read in groups of 3, and each group is translated into a particular amino acid. It is essential that the right amino acids are translated, so the letters have to be in exactly the right order. Mutations happen when the sequence of letters are altered (or mutated) in some way. There are several types of mutations that can occur. Some examples are:

i) Missense mutations: these occur when the wrong letter is substituted into the sequence. For example,

\[
\text{AAC ACU UAA GAG}
\]

Here, there is a C where there should be a G, and a different amino acid is made at that point.

ii) Nonsense mutations: here, as with missense mutations, an incorrect letter is substituted in the sequence. However, the result is a group of 3 letters that represent a “stop signal”, so the rest of the gene segment is not translated into amino acids.

\[
\text{AAG ACU UAG}
\]

Here, there is a G where there should be an A, and the stop code “UAG” is produced. The codes UAA and GAG are not translated, and the corresponding amino acids are not made.
In the Australian population several mutations known to occur commonly in Rett syndrome were present in the following proportions illustrated in the diagram below.

As mostly found elsewhere in the world, the commonest mutations were the missense mutation p.T158M and the nonsense mutation p.R168X.

In some of our studies we have measured the clinical severity of Rett syndrome by using information provided in the questionnaire, for instance about mobility, seizures, and scoliosis. We have also been able to measure functional ability from questions families have filled out. We have then looked at the associations between clinical severity and functional ability and the different mutations. In 2003 we carried out a study in association with groups from Japan and from the Institute of Medical Genetics in Cardiff, Wales. We found that the p.R133C mutation was likely to have a milder effect such that girls and young women with this mutation were more likely to be less severely affected. They were more likely to be able to walk and some had a little speech.

On the other hand we found that some of the nonsense mutations, as might be expected from the mechanism by which they operate, were associated with greater clinical severity. However we discovered that these findings did not apply to all nonsense mutations and we found that one, the p.R294X mutation, was quite mild and associated with much better mobility. Most girls with this mutation were able to walk. Later, when we were exploring the relationship between genetic mutation and onset of scoliosis, we also found that with this mutation scoliosis was less likely to occur or had a later onset.

Our early studies were followed with another collaborative study where we combined the Australian data with that provided in our international study, InterRett. This provided the opportunity for even larger numbers and better ability to detect associations. In this study we looked at development and progress in the first year of life in relationship to particular mutations. The patterns we found mirrored our earlier work on clinical severity. That is, early development was most likely to be abnormal in children affected by those mutations we had already found to be associated with increased clinical severity. On the other hand, early mobility was likely be better in those girls affected by mutations we had already shown to have a milder clinical picture such as the p.R133C or p.294X mutations.
As well as investigating the relationship between the genetic mutation and the onset of scoliosis we have also investigated relationships with onset of epilepsy and with behavioural abnormalities. We found that children in whom we were not able to identify a MECP2 mutation were more likely to have early onset of seizures. What we found with the behavioural abnormalities was that girls and young women with some of the milder mutations may be more capable of externalising and demonstrating some behaviours such as mood difficulties than those with more severe mutations. However, clinical severity may not necessarily reflect social severity in Rett syndrome. It is possible that for family and carers, caring for girls and young women in the milder group can at times be equally or more demanding than it is for the group with less functional ability.

We have carried out some studies where we have examined the effect of X inactivation. One study used information provided in the 2000 questionnaire and the calendars that were completed that year to look at the use of health services by girls and young women with Rett syndrome. We found, as you might expect, that young girls used health services more and those with a milder clinical severity less. We also found that those who had random X inactivation (as opposed to skewed X inactivation) had greater health service use. This would imply that their clinical severity was greater which would be consistent with our thinking that skewed X inactivation provides some protection from the effects of the abnormality and those with random X inactivation do not have that protection. We have also carried out a study in association with the Institute of Medical Genetics at Cardiff University where we have been able to look at the effect of X inactivation on clinical severity in two particular mutations, the p.T158M and p.R168X mutations. We demonstrated quite clearly for the first time that, for these two mutations, those whose X inactivation was skewed had a milder clinical picture than those in whom it was random.

Another genetic factor called X-chromosome inactivation may also affect clinical severity in Rett syndrome. In all female mammals, the cells contain two copies of the X chromosome, even though the information from only one copy is needed. Because of this, one of the X chromosomes in each cell must be “turned off” or inactivated. In most people, roughly half of their cells will have the X chromosome they inherited from their father active, and the other cells will have the X chromosome they inherited from their mother active. This is called “random X chromosome inactivation”. In some of the girls with Rett Syndrome, however, their X inactivation is not random, and more than half of their cells show one (or the other) of their X chromosomes. This is known as skewed X inactivation. It is thought that if more than half of the cells of a girl with Rett syndrome showed the “bad copy” of MECP2, then they would have more severe symptoms, and conversely, if more than half of their cells show the “good copy”, they would have milder symptoms.

Other interesting research we have carried out includes the diagnosis of Rett syndrome using DNA extracted from a baby tooth 14 years after the girl’s death. This was very important for the family who, during her lifetime, had never had a clear diagnosis for their daughter. Also we were able to describe the identification of a MECP2 abnormality some time after the death of a baby boy who died at the age of 14 months. He had developed severe neurological problems and breathing abnormalities in the early months of his life but during his lifetime no diagnosis for his condition was able to be made.
It is important that we raise awareness amongst clinicians not only about the presentation of MECP2 abnormalities in baby boys but also about the variation in presentation of Rett syndrome in girls. We are extremely grateful to all the families in the Australian Rett Syndrome Study who have donated their time and energy to support this research which is leading the world in many areas.

Research at the NSW Centre for Rett Syndrome Research

It has also been a productive year for the research team in Sydney headed by Professor John Christodoulou, and they continue to move from strength to strength on several fronts. Screening of patients continues for genetic changes in the second Rett gene (CDKL5) which the Australian group discovered in a world first. The identification of individuals with genetic changes in CDKL5 will allow doctors to be able to give more reliable genetic counselling.

Professor Christodoulou also continues to study where CDKL5 acts in the cell, as this will give insights into how it can cause a clinical picture that overlaps with the problems caused by the original Rett gene (MECP2). To further help in these studies, it is important to have a laboratory mouse that is lacking the mouse equivalent of CDKL5, and to this end such an animal model is currently being created.

A MECP2 mouse model has also been studied for the more common form of Rett syndrome, where the aim is to map the regions of the brain that are responsible for specific functional problems in the Rett mouse. This novel information may improve our understanding of brain function to a level that will allow us to consider how we could improve brain function in these regions.

Finally, a number of genes have been identified which seem to be under the specific control of MECP2, and which show altered activity in Rett syndrome. It is likely that these genes may directly contribute to the abnormalities in brain function seen in Rett syndrome, and with further study we are hopeful that this could give us an opportunity to design specific treatments for this currently incurable disorder.
**International research**

The Australian Rett syndrome team has actively sought engagement in international research. Since Rett syndrome is a rare disorder it is beneficial for researchers in different countries to work together to increase the power of their studies, share knowledge and experience and to prevent duplication of effort. Many previous Rett syndrome studies have only been carried out on a small number of cases which means that the results may not represent all the girls with Rett syndrome. As mentioned earlier by combining cases with other countries we have been able to improve our studies and obtain a better picture of the disorder. To foster this collaboration the Australian Rett syndrome team has developed close networks with overseas clinicians, geneticists and family support groups in Europe and America. These networks provide valuable support and advocacy for the InterRett project which collects information from families and clinicians all around the world.

In May 2006, Dr Leonard and Alison Anderson (who is the project coordinator of InterRett) attended an International Workshop to discuss clinical trials in Rett syndrome. Held in San Francisco, the workshop gave clinicians and geneticists from Europe, Asia and the USA the opportunity to exchange ideas and start the process of developing a framework to enable multi-centre clinical trials to test any future therapies or medical interventions that may become available.

Through our international initiatives we can further inform our important work here in Australian and maximise the use of information gained through the contributions of Australian families.

**Scoliosis research**

Scoliosis is one of the most common orthopaedic problems that develops in girls and young women with Rett syndrome and can significantly impact on their health and quality of life. We thought it would be helpful to families and health professionals if we were able to begin to find out whether some children with Rett syndrome are more or less likely to develop scoliosis.
Recently completed research involved us using the data from questionnaires families completed on entry into the study and in the 2000 and 2002 period to investigate the development of scoliosis in girls with Rett syndrome. We found that the likelihood of scoliosis development increased with age: by 6 years of age 25% of girls had developed scoliosis rising to 75% by 13 years of age. The average age at onset for those who never walked was 7 years, much earlier than those girls who did walk (11.5 years). Overall, the average age for scoliosis onset was about 10 years. Children with signs of slow early development before 6 months, who were less mobile at ten months, and those who never walked were more likely to have an earlier onset of scoliosis11.

The treatment of scoliosis currently involves the options of surgical procedures and more conservative management through postural inserts and braces. We are planning to undertake further research that looks at establishing some clinical guidelines for the management of scoliosis that will assist families and clinicians in making more informed choices as to the most suitable approach to use in managing scoliosis in Rett syndrome.

**Densitometry study**

One of the current research areas being focussed on by the Australian Rett Syndrome Study team is the measurement of bone density. By taking measurements from hand X rays we previously showed that osteopenia or thin bones is quite common in Rett syndrome and we also found that it can be associated with fractures.

Families’ responses to the ‘fractures’ section in the 2004 questionnaire revealed that 28%, that is 55, of their daughters had had a fracture or fractures. As would be expected, the proportion of families reporting their daughter had had a fracture during the course of their life increased for each developmental age group. Only a few families with daughters who are now young women answered this question so they were not included in comparisons between age groups. At the time of completing the questionnaire, twenty per cent of girls and young women with Rett syndrome had already been diagnosed with osteoporosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 8 yrs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 13 yrs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 19 yrs</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Bar graph showing percentage of girls with scoliosis](image-url)
Families whose daughter had had a fracture were asked if there were any problems related to the fracture or healing. While most families reported there were ‘no problems with healing….healed in expected time frame’, some families reported significant problems following the fracture.

‘Yes….took longer to heal than with a usual broken arm…her arm never knitted straight’

‘Not enough bone density to operate…bone impacted on itself about ¼ inch so left leg is now shorter’

‘Refused to use right arm (fractured wrist) for few months and had to put bells on her wrist to remind her it was there to use….stopped holding drinking cup from this time and feeding herself aided with a spoon’

The densitometry study focuses on measuring bone density in Australian girls and young women with Rett syndrome. It aims to identify those factors that are associated with decreased bone density and strength and those that protect against it. In order to obtain the best results for the study, we are trying to ensure that the majority of bone densitometry assessments are carried out at centres that use the same or similar equipment.

Where possible, families are being asked to have testing done at one of these centres across the country: Children’s Hospital in Westmead, Sydney; Monash Medical Centre in Melbourne; the Royal Children’s Hospital in Brisbane; Benson’s Radiology in Adelaide and the Perth Radiological Clinic in Perth.

We thank families for their ongoing participation in this important work and look forward to being able to begin to report some meaningful results over the coming year.

Epilepsy study

As most of you will be aware we are continuing our research into epilepsy in girls and young women with Rett syndrome. Recently completed research used the data supplied by families on enrolment to the study and data from the 2000, 2002 and 2004 questionnaires to try to understand what some of the predictors of seizure onset may be in girls and young women with Rett syndrome. In this study we found that seizures were reported in about 80% of girls with Rett syndrome. The average age for the onset of seizures was four years, with 25% of children having seizures by the age of two years, 50% by the age of four years and 78% by the age of ten years. For children who don't develop the ability to walk, the risk of seizures is significantly increased.

Epilepsy can be one of the most challenging medical problems associated with the Rett syndrome disability and can place significant additional stress on families. While our work to date has told us about when girls with Rett syndrome develop seizures and which girls may be more at risk to do so than others, we know little about the nature and type of seizures that occur. About quarter of families answering the 2004 questionnaire indicated their daughter was having significant current problems due to their seizure activity.
'Usually sleeps after a seizure...sometimes vomits while in or just after a big seizure...sometimes injures herself, usually feet and legs'

'Our daughter is experiencing increased seizure activity presently. The seizure types are myoclonic, several drop attacks a day....can be in clusters or single events....the past month has been a very unstable period'

'She bites her tongue or lip very badly...this has been happening in the last couple of years and causes huge problems with feeding'

'It is under control at present, but affects her everyday life in that she is lethargic and uninterested in anything when having problems with seizures'

In the coming few months we will be telephoning families whom we know has a daughter with epilepsy to obtain information that may help us understand more about the nature and burden of this condition.

**The video study**

The video assessment is one of the methods that has been developed recently for additional description of girls with Rett syndrome. The idea originated from families who from time to time provided video material to us to supplement their questionnaire data. We considered this to be a valuable resource and subsequently videotaped two children (9 and 11 years) with Rett syndrome to record mobility, communication skills and other functional abilities during activities of daily living. These initial videos all helped to stimulate the development of the video assessment.

We envisage many potential benefits from use of video assessment in girls and young women with Rett syndrome. A home-filmed video allows us to:

- Gain additional perspectives on abilities and behaviours including the demonstration of greater detail of abilities.
- Observe subtle yet significant changes that can occur and are perceived by family members but which are difficult to measure on some other assessments.
- Observe improved demonstration of abilities because filming takes place in a familiar as opposed to a less familiar clinical setting.
- Observe interaction with family members and friends.
- Obtain a permanent visual record which is available for later comparisons.
- Receive information from those who live in a diversity of locations, including rural and remote communities.
The video assessment has two sections – a written questionnaire checklist and a guide for filming together with a demonstration video. Parents complete the checklist, which collects useful information based on their bank of knowledge of their child’s function and behaviours.

The written checklist (called the Functional Ability Checklist) collects information about the activities to be filmed including eating and drinking, communication, hand function, dressing and personal care, and posture and mobility.

The filming protocol and demonstration video guide the filming of a set of activities and allow for systematic observation by the researchers of the function in Rett syndrome.

We have now received over a hundred videos from families. They show a wide range of abilities in girls and young women with ages ranging from one to 27 years.

We are currently analysing the parts of the video that show mobility skills such as sitting, transferring, standing and walking.

• Many girls could sit on the floor (75%), a chair (64%) or a stool (71%) without needing assistance.

• A little less than half of the girls (43%) were able to walk independently and could also side step and turn 180 degrees whilst walking, strategies that help to negotiate the way through the environment when walking.

• A smaller percentage of the girls could stand with no assistance for 3 seconds (39%), 10 seconds (34%) and 20 seconds (23%), and many of the girls could stand when given assistance. Approximately one third of girls could not stand.

• The percentage of girls who could transfer without assistance was smaller than the percentage who could sit, walk or stand. For example, 21% could get up to standing from sitting in a chair, 14% could bend and touch the floor then return to standing, and 9% could stand up from sitting on the floor without assistance.

• A small proportion of girls (14%) were able to run.

Only the skills of sitting on the floor and getting up from the floor into the standing position without assistance were more likely to be demonstrated by younger girls than older girls and women with Rett syndrome. Otherwise, we saw no relationship between age and the level of assistance for any of the other mobility skills. This information suggests that aiming to maintain mobility skills is an important objective for girls with Rett syndrome.

Currently, we are conducting additional analyses of the mobility information and are also coding other skills, such as feeding and hand function, contained in the videos. Additional participation from families who would like to provide a video using this assessment is always welcomed.
The Australian Rett Syndrome Study continues striving to achieve its aim of understanding the disability of Rett syndrome. As part of this process, the team recently formed a Consumer Reference Group to ensure family representation and input into issues relating to the design, management and output of the study particularly relating to communication and feedback to families. To date, the group has met on four occasions, the first meeting being held in August 2005. The group is made up of 11 families, representing all States of Australia except the Northern Territory and Tasmania.

Ongoing areas of focus for the Australian Rett Syndrome Study team for the 2006/2007 period include:

- Determining health-associated costs; education-associated costs and costs to the family associated with Rett syndrome.
- Continuing the telephone interviews to help determine classification of seizure type and to commence the analysis of Electroencephalograph (EEG) records.
- Describing the patterns of feeding and growth of children with Rett syndrome.
- Examining the patterns of sleep problems in children with Rett syndrome and the factors associated with these.
- Describing the nature and burden of epilepsy in Rett syndrome.
- Describing gross motor and other areas of functioning in Rett syndrome through use of video footage.
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